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Autism in the workplace
A           
At its best, autism can offer these strengths:
Strong conceptualization skill   
model complex systems, may develop instinctive
understanding of the system from this internalized
model
Logical thinking - s s!s ! "#!" s"# 
computer programming
Exceptional memory
Attention to detail " !$!% !"s!s"!s !
processes or communications
Honest, straightforward "  -- %!
Intense focus &!! $     $-# %
information in specific field

Autistic Weaknesses reviewed for the
workplace
Even at its best, autism may still offer these
weaknesses:
Sensory sensitivities - $ % ss s"-s 
stimulations
Slow to recognize people or objects -ss &!#
prosopagnosia would be bad at security duties
Slow to verbalize
Slow to shift attention  $  '!$ (!-
responsibilities
Resists change to working procedures
Unable/unwilling to navigate office politics  
recognize the need for hierarchical routing of
communication, instead preferring direct
communication with the person having information or
decision authority
Unable/unwilling to recognize or generate deceptions
Unable/unwilling to comply with some social norms
grooming style, clothing, desk neatness, phone
protocol
Poor skill with extemporaneous speaking

W A)) 

Here are some concessions/changes that employers
could make to ensure the participation of autistics in
the workplace. Employers would need to work with
employees in establishing the zones where
concessions will be made. There will be obvious
differences in possibilities between office work and
manufacturing.
It may also be reasonable to negotiate lower salaries
in exchange for reduced hours or workloads, if such
changes are needed to meet the “reactive/planning”
concessions described below. Cost for “sensory” or
“social” concessions, however, should not be passed
directly to the employee.
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Note that some of these concessions are already
being implemented because enough neurotypicals felt
strongly about wanting them. Remember that autism
may be an extreme version of traits and
sensitivities that all people share to some degree. I
expect that changes made specifically for autistics
may also be popular with a sizable portion of the

neurotypical workforce. Autistics would benefit most
from these changes, but every person would benefit to
some lesser degree.

Sensory concessions
* Allow (or hopefully provide) use of incandescent
lighting at work area (to prevent flickering)
* Allow (or hopefully provide) computer monitor/
videocard with a high refresh rate (to prevent
flickering)
* Allow sunglasses, earplugs, headsets to block stimuli
* Allow workers to avoid attending meetings in rooms
with permanent sensory problems (near a kitchen
area with scents, with “inaudible” television noise
or ultrasonic sensors, with walls composed entirely
of windows, with floors that vibrate because of
building motion or nearby machinery)
* Provide scent-free work areas where perfume,
cologne, and cigarettes are forbidden
* Allow non-disruptive “stimming” devices and other
coping behaviors in the work area.

Social concessions
* Allow the circumvention of some difficult forms of
communication:
* Avoid use of phone altogether, or allow redirection
of calls directly to voicemail
* Allow exemptions from attending group gatherings
(the typical “mandatory” division or team meeting),
always providing the same information in written or
recorded form
* Allow exemptions from attending “team-building”
events, or find new creative processes that allow
effective autistic participation rather than the typical
social encounters
* Allow exemptions from speaking before a group,
instead use written material or a substitute speaker
for communication
* Recognize that the worker may not join meal events
unless they can bring their own food and drink that
meets their strict dietary requirements (some
autistics are sensitive to flavors/odors, some are
on strict medical diets free of certain molecules like
gluten and casein)
* Educate management and coworkers that “look at
me when we’re talking” is a counter- productive
command, distracting the autistic worker rather than
focusing their attention. some autistics need to
unfocus their eyes or focus away from their
audience in order to pay attention.
* Educate management and coworkers that the
autistic worker is easily distressed when given
confusing or conflicting information.
Communication may be taken literally. If there
is any ambiguity, the autistic may follow their own
uncommon interpretation. Ensure that directions
are very clear.
Source: http://home.earthlink.net/~mellowtigger/conf/SquarePegs-20031002.html

My child is different, now what?
Suzanne Atie - Counsellor and mother of child with ASD
Receiving a formal diagnosis or
having friends, family or a school
teacher tell parents that their child
is different or even “there is
something wrong, with your child” the message can come in so many
forms, is at some stage met with
mixed emotions by all parents. The
message may be surprising,
shocking, devastating, even
relieving. But it probably also
comes with immense confusion as
to now what?
What do we do?
Where do we go?
Who can help us?
Do we have to change schools?
What about medication?
What does our child have?
What does that mean?
What is the prognosis?
How will we manage financially?
Sound familiar. The list is endless.
The list is overwhelming.
The journey of specialized
education needs is easier for some
than others. This depends on the
case and each parents own way of
internalizing and dealing with the
experience. The road is not an easy
one, but it is also not all bad. It is
a different journey to the one any
parent envisages for themself, their
family, their child. It is filled with
more bumps, often bigger bumps
and potholes - some of these
bumps and potholes simply creep
up, causing stress and even pain
or anguish. The repeated crashing

into these bumps and potholes can
wear one down, but some
much-needed TLC, can give one
the strength to continue to
navigate. As one becomes more
aware of the terrain the journey
becomes so much easier.
Through reading and interaction
with others; here are some tips for
making the path a little easier:
1. The most important - TLC - look
after yourself and your marriage.
2. Create a good support system;
this may not always be family.
3. Someone to talk to honestly
about your child, and your feelings
about your child.
4. Remember you are your child’s
parent. Do not become their
therapist or teacher, try not let their
needs be all consuming.
5. A good supportive school
system makes the world of
difference.
6. A doctor you can trust.
7. Not exposing yourself to too
many conflicting
opinions and too much information. The Internet can be a blessed
source of information but also a
curse.
8. Take joy in the small wins. This
journey will be made up of many of
them. A parent who has a child with

ADD – knows what a win it is when
their child is able to sit long enough
to concentrate on homework
without a fight. A parent with a
child with autism knows how
liberating it is when their child is
finally toilet trained or when they
stop running away from you in
a public place. A parent with an
anxious child knows the joy of
when their child is able to walk into
school all by themselves for the
first time. A parent of a child with
dyslexia knows the pride they feel
when their child reads their first
sentence without a mistake. Never
take these small wins for granted they are the steps to bigger
successes.
9. Lastly trust your gut. Remember
when your baby cried in the
beginning, and you were never sure
what they wanted. Soon however
you knew what every cry meant,
what your baby needed and
wanted, when no one else did. With
special needs some parents lose
this instinct temporarily. Some
parents may feel, how did I not
know. Some parents may feel it
very difficult to relate to their child,
because they are so different. But
parents are also the best
champions for their children; no
one will fight for your children like
you will. The fact that you are
trawling the Internet looking for
help and support is already an
indication of this.

Classroom intervention
Top tips for a happy Autism friendly classroom

Claire Allen, National Education Facilitator - ASA
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people with Autism better understanding,
opportunities for independence, and is a form of
positive behavioural support.
Here are a few helpful, low cost handy tips to help
you on the road to a happy, Autism friendly
classroom.

Golden tip 1: Reduce Distractions
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light coloured curtains to reduce visual distractions from
outside, and close the door to reduce outside noises.
Try not to seat learners with autism right next to an open
door or uncovered window.
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Golden tip 2: Use Routine
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autism know what is expected of them and when, and can
influence independence.
Singing the good morning song lets them know that it is
time for morning ring and the start of the day. Throw a
beanbag to ‘find out who is in school today.” Talk through
the schedule for the day and put it up on the board.
Golden tip 3: Use visuals

e[RZU[Zb dTVc RaVTbf RZ[ Vc`aXcV V` cRg[ fa]c bVZ`UX[Z
visual processing skills than auditory processing skills

another. Warn before an activity is due to end, give a
warning. Play is finishing in 5 minutes; swimming will
finish in 5-4-3-2-1. Use something visual like an egg timer
so the learners can see the time counting down.
A time timer that is used to show the child how much
longer he has until his activity has finished.
Golden Tip 7: Use rewards
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rewards than social rewards. Using a food, favourite toy
or activity is more
successful than high fives or
“You make me so happy”.

Golden tip 4: Use Schedules
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control and less anxious
when they know what to
expect. Reading is not a
pre- requisite as
schedules can be created
using objects, photos,
symbols/line drawings as
well as words and follows
the left to right or top to
bottom pattern. Schedules must be placed in full view and
updated regularly.
A simple First/then schedule showing the child that he
must first do numbers then he can have his ball.
Golden tip 5: Concrete and Visually Mediated Communication
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when you are speaking to learners with autism. e.g. “Put
coat on” instead of “Run and grab your coat please”.
Remember that our children are literate thinkers so they
will run to their coat!
Use visual mediation to
improve understanding using
sign language or pictures.
Golden tip 6: Transition and
Change

jZRUbTVT`U Tb RUk f`g[ lZ`f
one thing/activity/place to

rt

Golden Tip 8: Create a quiet
space
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calming space can be very
valuable to learners with
autism. Often a table that is covered by a heavy, dark
blanket is enough for the child to use throughout his
school day.
Golden Tip 9: Manage break time

q`Z _[RZU[Zb dTVc RaVTbfp ^Z[Rh VTf[ ]RU ^[ R ]cR__[UXTUX
and difficult time of the day. Poor social skills and
difficulty managing in unstructured settings can all
contribute to meltdowns, fights with other children,
anxiety and escape behaviours.
Choosing what will be done before break and role
playing different play situations (asking for a turn, asking
for space), will make play less stressful for everyone.

Making sense of the hidden curriculum
Brenda Smith Myles — Autism Society
uvwxyz {|y}z~ y yzz  
described the “hidden curriculum”
as important social skills that everyone knows, but no one is taught. This
includes assumed rules, adult or
student expectations, idioms and
metaphors. Understanding the hidden
curriculum is difficult for everyone,
but it is especially so for individuals
with a deficit in social interactions.
The following example illustrates the
difficulty students with Asperger Syndrome (AS) have
understanding the hidden
curriculum.
Charlie was a popular eighth-grader,
despite his social awkwardness. His
peers accepted him and were understanding of his diagnosis. One
day Charlie was hanging out with his
friends in the hall before class when
his friend Matthew began cursing in
frustration about his B in social
studies. Charlie picked up on the
cursing and associated it with
frustration. The bell rang and
Charlie went on to his next class. As
he sat down, Charlie realized that he
left his math book in his locker. His
teacher, Mr. Way, would not let him go
back to his locker, and
immediately Charlie got upset and
began to curse. Mr. Way sent
Charlie to the principal’s office,
leaving Charlie confused about what
he did wrong. He thought it was okay
to use curse words when he was
frustrated at school. Charlie did not
understand the hidden
curriculum—cursing may be
acceptable around peers, but you
should never curse when an adult is
present.
There is no one comprehensive list
of all hidden curriculum items. The
following is a brief listing (Myles et
al., 2004) that may be applicable to
children and youth with AS in school
and community settings.
Treat all authority figures with

respect (i.e., police, firefighters). You
would not address a police officer
like you would your brother.
Not all people you are unfamiliar with
are strangers you can’t trust. You may
not know your bus driver or your
police officer, but these are people
who help you.
What may be acceptable at your
house may not be acceptable at a
friend’s house. For example, although
it is acceptable to put your feet up on
the table at your home, your friend’s
mom may be upset if you do that in
their home.
People do not always want to know
the honest truth when they ask you
a question. Your best friend does not
want to hear that she looks fat in a
new dress she just bought for the
high school dance.
Teachers do not all have the same
rules. One teacher may allow gum in
the classroom, while the other gives
out fines for chewing gum.
Teachers have assumed expectations
for their students. They are expected
to greet the teachers, sit down when
the bell rings and listen quietly to announcements.
When a teacher gives you a warning,
it means that she wants the behavior
to stop and that most likely there will
be a consequence if the behavior occurs again.
It is absolutely impolite to interrupt
someone when he or she is talking,
unless it is an emergency.
Acceptable slang that may be used
with your peers (i.e., “dawg,” “phat”)
may not be acceptable when interacting with adults.
When the teacher is scolding another
student, it is not the best time to ask
the teacher a question.
When a teacher tells another student
to stop talking, it is not an appropriate
time for you to start talking to your
neighbor.
People are not always supposed to
say what they are thinking.

Helping Students Understand the Hidden Curriculum
Students with autism spectrum
disorders do not always incidentally
develop or understand the hidden
curriculum necessary in school and
community environments. It then
becomes important that the teacher
provides direct instruction to facilitate skill acquisition. The One a Day
method is an effective means when
teaching the hidden curriculum. For
example, the classroom teacher
writes one hidden curriculum item
on the whiteboard each morning and
introduces this item to students as
a first activity. Once students understand the hidden curriculum item,
they are asked to indicate how it will
impact them at school or at home
(Myles et al., 2004).
Understanding the hidden curriculum
is not specific to children with AS;
however, social challenges put them
at a disadvantage. To assist with these
issues, it is important that, as educators, we are equipped with strategies
to help students make sense of the
hidden curriculum.
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Getting to know children
Reinette Lombard - Remedial therapist
    
mentor from the moment that I
decided to make Autism specific
intervention my life’s work. If
there is one thing that Magaret
has taught me, it is that as
teachers / therapists we want
to jump in and start “fixing” the
deficits. But... We all need to slow
down. We need to wait... We need
to get to know the individual we
are going to work with. Who
better to teach us about the
individual child than the child’s
parents. They are the expert on
their own child. Below are some
questions to ask parents that will
provide valuable insight and guide
appropriate intervention in the
classroom or the therapy room.

 What would you say are your child’s areas of strength?














    !  ! 
Does s/he have sensory issues that I can help with?
What did s/he like best about your last classroom?
Is there anything s/he had particular trouble with?
Is there anything about this classroom that you think might be a problem?
How does s/he feel most comfortable communicating?
What are the signs that s/he isn’t coping?
What should I do when that happens?
Are there particular triggers which might lead to a meltdown?
What does s/he like to do at home?
    !     
What kinds of rewards work best?
What’s the best way for me to keep in contact with you?

Autism South Africa fun day



Pre-requisite skills
Reinette Lombard - Remedial therapist
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in order to successfully acquire new
skills – particularly in a formal
learning environment. These skills
are often called pre-requisite skills
and if these skills are absent formal
learning is very often delayed and
difficult for the child.
Neuro-typical learners will obtain
these pre-requisite skills
incidentally. Learners with autism,
however, seldom learn in an
incidental way. Our learners need to
be taught these skills and concepts
more directly and in a more
structured fashion.
It is therefore, important that when
we observe, we make sure we look
out for the presence and absence
of these skills! Very often, it is the
core reason as to why learners with
ASD are presenting as slow learners
or with challenging behaviour in the
classroom.
Some examples of pre-requisite skills:
Eye contact, Joint attention, Imitation,
Communicative intent, Turn taking,
Generalization, Functional language,
Following instructions and Making

choices.

Eye Contact
Good eye contact is important for
good social interaction. Encourage
eye contact by placing toys near
your face, sitting opposite your child
and getting down to his level. Eye
contact can be encouraged in
everyday routines, e.g. snack times,
nappy-changing, dressing, story time.

two people, which is necessary for
communication. Games, which
encourage copying, are particularly
useful if your child is not yet talking.
Activities
Copying faces and sounds
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child to look before you throw the
ball, or hide it behind your back until
you get eye contact.
Songs and rhymes

and make funny sounds, e.g. ‘ahhhh’,
‘oooo’ or ‘ba-ba-ba’.Try to work on
one sound at a time. At any time
during the day, respond to any
sound your child makes and copy
them. Don’t force your child to copy
sounds.
Early copying
¸¥²« «¥¯¡  µ¨ ²¦«¹ If he puts on
a hat, you copy. Later, see if your
child will do the same as you, e.g.
pretend to eat with a spoon or comb
your hair.
Toy bricks

face to face. Sing nursery rhymes
including use of actions. Pause on
occasions to encourage your child to
look for you to continue.

does, e.g. if he bangs two bricks
together, you do the same. Try to
extend the play and see if your child
copies, e.g. by building a tower.

Imitation

Turn-taking

Games
Peep-bo games

ª¦«¢ ¬¡¥ ®¢£ ¬¯¡£¤¯¡¢ ¥¡ °¢£
getting dressed, etc.
Ball game
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Turn taking can be incorporated into
many different small group
activities or ³
games,º including many
of those described
ÄÐÐÑÆÐÑÇÉËÎ
ÒÑÆÍÆÊÏÎÈ
above. Please also
see activities
suggested
ÒÆÇÊË× ÉË ÉÊ ÇËÎÙ ËÆ ÈÑÉØ
attention
under Attention
and Listening.

Imitation is an important skill to learn
as it involves co-operation between
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presented
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Remember:
Choose an
activity that will
make your child
want to join in
Make sure he
is watching you
when you have
your turn
Use language such
as “your turn”/ “my
turn” to
encourage
effective turn
taking
Praise him when
he demonstrates
independent turn
taking
4

Keys to success in intervention
Practical guide to ASD
In a school setting, look for the following keys to a successful intervention programme.
* Bear in mind that it is not only the child’s education that is important, but how that school’s
environment will affect the child emotionally on a day to day basis;
* The teaching staff at the school must have a broad and sound knowledge of ASD;
* The ethos and curriculum of the school must be able to accommodate and be sympathetic to a
child with ASD;
* Be wary of schools that have too many children in each class. A good ratio for a child with ASD is
6-8 learners to one teacher and ideally a classroom assistant.
* Ensure that there are open channels of communication between the parents and teachers and that
the staff are willing to listen to the parent’s thoughts;
* Be sure that the school can and will modify your child’s educational plan to accommodate the
problems that can occur as a result of the Quartet of Impairments;
* Study the school policy as regards discipline for inappropriate behaviour;
* Establish whether the classrooms are open plan, as this can cause great distraction for the child. It
is preferable for children with ASD to have independent work stations with all their belongings
close by;
* Establish the availability of computer assisted learning and symbolic communication methods,
should the need arise;
* Be wary of a school where they have an overriding concern of treating all the children in the same
way; this will not facilitate flexibility for your child’s needs;
* Establish whether there will be the availability for your child to work with different age groups for
different subjects;
* If you struggle to find a school that can respond positively to the many questions as regards your
child’s education, then establish how “open” they are to constructive guidance from teaching staff
from the schools specifically for learners with ASD.
* Plans for transition
* Trans-disciplinary approach
* Social instruction delivered throughout the day
* Teaching approach that includes a combination of eclectic ASD approaches

Walk and run for Autism
Ronel Smith - RDO Free State
T





    

    



has taken up a challenge a few years ago to go big in
making everybody, yes everybody, from toddlers, to
teenagers, to adults, and even dogs aware of Autism.
And how do we do that? On the yearly calendar we go
big during Autism month in April, and throughout the
year we have different activities which attract people
who like the outdoors, especially walking and running.
So, besides exercising body and mind, we also use the
opportunity to get the important issue of Autism over to
the participants.
In May we had a successful Fun walk at Lettie Fouche
School in Bloemfontein. The school is situated next to a
farm, filled with all kinds of wildlife, including meerkat


and monkeys. What a ball the athletes had when they
walked(some brought their dogs along) through the
veld. It was the first time that participants in
wheelchairs also did the race.
Everybody was awarded with an Autism badge, and
received food and a coldrink.
During October the Pentagon Pistols Road Running Club
will have their annual 12,5km and 5km race for Autism
again. All the proceeds collected are handed to the Free
State Autism Association, to use for future projects. Last
year’s Autism Run collected R10 000,00 for Autism. What
a privilege to have the Pentagon Pistols on board. The
kiddies from 2 years to 6 years also had an obstacle race
at the same time, and every kiddie got an Autism badge
and goodie bag as reward.
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people aware of Autism. During our research we found
that there is still such ignorance and no awareness
among most of the communities in the Free State. We
need to take every means to show them the importance
of understanding, assisting and awareness of what we
are so passionate about.

Bloemfontein is on the go. After few sessions and
negotiations with schools and professionals involved
with Autism in other towns, I hope that they are now also
eager to take responsibility for doing awareness in their
towns. We are looking forward to see what 2015 holds in
stall for the Free State.

News from Limpopo
Mary Moeketsi - RDO
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when we have our chat. We are
towards the end of the year. And a lot
has happened since the last chat.
In April for WAAD we had
commemoration in all the five
districts of Limpopo, this took place
at the following, for Sekhukhune
district it was at Ipelegeng Lsen, the
event was well attended, the office
of the Greater Sekhukhune
municipality, faith based organisation,
the traditional healers and the tribal
authority were represented. I gave a
presentation on what is Autism, and
Lala Maepa from our sister
organisation Autism Limpopo, talked
about the challenges that parents
face an d the lack of services in the
province. In Waterberg district it was
at Thusanang Lsen it was also well
attended, Betty Sebelebele from
Autism Limpopo gave a talk on what
autism is. In Capricorn district it was
at Mahlasedi Lsen, well attended
teacher Alice George and Bonus
Kgabe from New Horizon gave
talks, one explained to the audience
was autism is, and the other one
gave a perspective of a parent, both
teachers are mothers of children on
the spectrum. In Mopani it was at
Nthabiseng Lsen it was also well
attended, Mahlodi Motubatse, from
our sister organisation Autism
Limpopo, did a presentation on what
autism is. In Vhembe it was at
Fhulufhelo Lsen, it was also well
attended.
All these road shows were done in
collaboration with the office of the
premier (special programmes unit)
Department of Education (Limpopo)
Autism South Africa and Autism
Limpopo.
In Mpumalanga the commemoration
was in Nelspruit, it was supported by
Mbombela district municipality, we
did an awareness walk, we walked
from the post office in the city
centre to the civic centre, I gave a
talk on what autism is and one of the

mothers talked about the challenges
that parents face. The MMC who was
representing the mayor spoke and
appreciated that we asked for their
partnerships, she acknowledged that
personally she did not know what
autism is, and seeing the children
makes her to ask herself what would
she do, if she had a child on the
spectrum, this is going to help her to
also raise awareness. She also said
that mayor has pledged to
support us on WAAD.

 

Oak Lodge



In doing all these awareness, we want
our communities to start learning
and understanding what autism is. We
would also like to see people giving
support to families that have children
on the spectrum, with the support
from the communities the number
of children on the spectrum who are
hidden away in the backrooms,
labelled to have demons or possessed, bewitched or mad will be
understood, because we believe that
just a little understanding from our
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 Oak Lodge is homely, stimulating, clean, accessible, safe and a fun space for children.
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parents to cope knowing that they
are not alone or being judged as bad
parents.
There is still a lot work to be done, in
both provinces there is still a lack of
professionals to assess children so
that they are diagnosed at an early
age so that early intervention can

take place.
We still don’t have schools where
are our children could be place, in
some districts especially in Mpumalanga we don’t even have a school
for special needs so, a lot of children
are at home. But we are organising
ourselves parents to see what we
can do and also try to work together

with our government departments to
come up with a solution.
Well, folk that’s all from me this time,
but hey watch the space for next
year, I am sure there will be more
news to tell you.
Be Autism Aware until next time!

Inspiration can be found in the weirdest places
Antoinette Bruce-Alexander - RDO Eastern Cape
Through my work, I get to meet and guide a lot of
people and sometimes it is difficult to separate my
personal life from my work because the two are
intertwined – I even carry TWO cell phones! As the
mother of a child with Autism, I am personally and
closely in touch with this side of Autism and through
Autism South Africa, I made it my career. I love both
sides of this Autism coin.
Sometimes I lose myself in one or the other side of
Autism and then have to remind myself that “Life
is bigger than Autism”, as we teach others with our
Awareness talks and Workshops. We all need to step
away a bit and have some “me time”.
I also find that I need inspiration sometimes to stay
centered, focussed and SANE. Autism can be very
demanding. As one of the Regional Development
Officers of Autism South Africa - some of us are also
parents of children with Autism - we neglect our own
needs very often, physically and spiritually /
emotionally. I have – and I am sure the other RDO’s
as well – need support and encouragement from our
support system; husbands / wives, friends, family and
colleagues. We have to learn to ASK for help or taking
time off for ourselves and some of us find this very
difficult. Our focus always remains on Autism, our
stressful lives and busy family commitments.
This year I have counseled and provided guidance to
a lot of parents of newly diagnosed children with Autism, I have travelled a lot to see more schools, organisations and parents in the Eastern Cape. I have started
to hold workshops at Day care centers,
Pre-schools and schools where early detection and
early intervention of our children can start. There is
still a lot of work to be done and I am willing and able
to do this to the best of my ability. Everyone asks
about MORE training and I am very pleased to say that
Autism South Africa’s Hands on Autism training will be
coming to the Eastern Cape very soon. Hopefully by
the beginning of 2015 I will get definite dates for the
training to start in East London. YEAY!!! So watch this
space.
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To keep my hands busy and relax, I LOVE to do small
handcraft projects that I can pick up or put down as
I like, or as demand from my son dictates, and I like
to do a bit of crocheting. I crocheted my daughter
a blanket that took me seven years (we named it

the seven-year-blanket, hahaha!) and when I finished,
started (and recently finished) a blanket for my son
which took me three and a half years (this one is
named Daniel’s blanket – bright blue and yellow). My
hands were still itching to do something when Daniel’s
big blue and yellow creation was finished I started with
a new project for a very special lady, Daniel’s teacher
of the past 4 years, Mrs Paddy Murray – another
blanket that has to be finished before the end of this
year! I am nearly finished with this blankie, just shows
you what determination can do. The reason I am telling
you about all the blankets I crocheted is that I opened
my HUGE crochet handbook left to me by my
husband’s grandmother and found INSPIRATION. Not
for handcraft, but for life in general. This fabulous old
book had the most fantastic poems, prayers and
inspirational pieces printed throughout. This book
helped me to regain some of my lost ‘balance’ again.
Let me share some of these with you, maybe they can
help you a little as well when you need a lift.
Nothing is so strong as gentleness; nothing so gentle
as real strength. - St. Francis de Sales.
God does not give us happiness – He only supplies the
ingredients and leaves us to do the mixing.
Worry is like a rocking chair. It will give you something
to do, but it won’t get you anywhere.
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inspiration. Many blessings to you and your loved
ones. Antoinette Bruce-Alexander, (Team) ASA, RDO,
Eastern Cape.

Life Skills
Reinette Lombard - Remedial therapist
What are Life Skills?
*
*
*
*
*

Skills which will assist an individual to interact with his/her environment as independently as possible
Skills that are necessary to allow an individual to become a contributing member of society
Skills which develop a sense of dignity and worthiness
Skills which permit an individual to problem solve appropriately and responsibly in life situations
Skills which are necessary for an individual to manage his/her own personal affairs

Essentially there are seven components to a developmental program.
1. Functional Academic Skills
2. Communication Skills
3. Interpersonal Skills
4. Independent Living Skills
5. Leisure Skills
6. Pre-Vocational Skills
7. Vocational Skills

Functional Academic Skills
Reading, writing and mathematics are taught with the
objective of permitting pupils to perform those tasks
encountered with everyday living in mind. For
example, money skills are learned in order that an
individual may gain independence in purchasing an
item, making/checking change, and reading and
understanding receipts. Reading a recipe allows for
independence with baking and cooking skills. Being
able to print or write his/her own name, allows a
person to access banking privileges or sign cards.
The following examples of Functional Academic Skills
are not meant to be exhaustive. They are to serve as
a guide when choosing specific goals for students in
developmental programs. The specific components of
each pupil’s program will vary with age, strengths and
needs.
Writing:
* prints/writes lower/upper case letters
* prints/writes name
* prints/writes words (with or without model)
* prints/writes sentences (with or without model)
* prints/writes family names and friends
* prints/writes address and phone number
* prints/writes simple letter
* prints/writes an address on an envelope
* fills in forms (applications or banking)
* prints/writes resume
Reading:
* own names
* names of friends and family members
* own address and telephone number
* community signs/environmental phrases
* menus
* alphabetical order
* labels on containers
* transportation words
* weather words
* appliance words (on/off; hot/cold)

Mathematics:
* number recognition
* rote counting
* simple addition
* simple subtraction
* use of a calculator
* money/change
* banking
* time concepts/telling time
* temperature
* sorting and classifying
* volume and capacity (more/less)
* linear measurement (short/long)
* weight

Communication Skills
The acquisition of appropriate communication skills is
an integral component of a life skills program.
Communication skills involve both receptive and
expressive language (listening, speaking). All other
areas of the program depend, to some extent, on an
individual’s ability to communicate effectively.
The following examples of Communication Skills are
not meant to be exhaustive. They are to serve as a
guide when choosing specific goals for students in
developmental programs. The specific components of
each pupil’s program will vary with age, strengths and
needs.
Receptive:
Attentive Listening
* to peers
* announcements on P.A.
* news
* weather
ry
* to extend vocabulary
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Informational Listening
* to stories
* to gain information
* to follow specific directions
Critical Listening
* identifies environmental sounds
* for specific purposes (sequence, detail)
* for specific information (evaluate an idea or point
of view)
Appreciative Listening
* to tapes, stories, jokes, riddles
* to music - different types
* to respond in a variety of ways to listening activities
Expressive:
Oral Communication
* expresses ideas clearly and accurately
* speaks for a variety of purposes (e.g. asks
questions, relays information)
* participates in conversations (e.g. turn taking, stays
on topic)
* uses correct sentence structure/language patterns
* uses appropriate vocabulary
Augmentative Communication
* sign language
* picture communication systems
* computer technology

Interpersonal Skills
The following examples of Interpersonal Skills are not
meant to be exhaustive. They are meant to serve as
a guide when choosing specific goals for students in
developmental programs. The specific components of
each pupil’s program will vary with age, strengths and
needs.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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listening/paying attention
starting a conversation
introducing self
introducing others
having a conversation
interrupting a conversation
asking a question
asking for help
joining in a group/activity
following instructions
saying please/thank you
apologizing
recognizing basic feelings
expressing feelings appropriately
understanding how others feel
dealing with others’ feelings (anger, sadness)
asking permission - when and whom to ask
sharing with others
helping others
considering and respecting others’ opinions
controlling temper
dealing with teasing appropriately
displaying ability to problem-solve in a variety of
situations

Independent Living Skills
In order for an individual to achieve a sense of dignity,
self-worth and independence, it is important to acquire
the skills necessary to look after his/her own personal
hygiene, meal preparation and maintenance of a
dwelling.
The following examples of Independent Living Skills
are not meant to be exhaustive.
They are to serve as a guide when choosing specific
goals for students in developmental programs. The
specific components of each pupil’s program will vary
with age, strengths and needs.
Self-Care:
* personal hygiene
* brushing teeth
* toiletting
* feminine hygiene
* dressing and undressing
* making bed
* human sexuality and relationships
Preparing, Planning and Serving Food:
g
* nutrition/diet/grocery shopping
* safety in cooking
* handling food
* preparing food
* table setting
* menu planning
* following a recipe
* following directions on
* packaged food
* after-meal cleanup
Operating Appliances:
* toaster
* mixer
* blender
* electric can opener
* microwave oven
* washing machine
* dryer
* dishwasher
* vacuum
* kettle
Household Maintenance:
* dusting
* sweeping
* mopping
* cleaning sinks, tubs
* cleaning toilets
bles
es
* wiping counters and tables
* washing windows
Use of Telephone:
* social
* information
* access service
* demonstrates use of residential phone and pay
phone

Leisure Skills
Leisure skills allow an individual to acquire abilities
which would permit their participation in individual
and group activities (hobbies, games and sports), in
order to bring the normal components of working and
recreation into balance and enhance the quality of life
they enjoy.
The following examples of Leisure Skills are not meant
to be exhaustive. They are to serve as a guide when
choosing specific goals for students in developmental
programs. The specific components of each pupil’s
program will vary with age, strengths and needs.
*
*
*
*
*

physical education program
fitness program - daily exercise
handcrafts
arts and crafts
music - appreciation of a variety of music, use of
equipment (tape recorder, CD player), dance
* sports - in the gym, out-of-doors, in the community
* community activities - library, bowling, shopping,
restaurant
* computer technology

when choosing specific goals for students in
developmental programs. The specific components of
each pupil’s program will vary with age, strengths and
needs.
* store setting - stock shelves, clean shelves, use of
pricing gun, sweep floors
* hairdressing salon - wash/dry/fold towels, sweep
floors, clean sinks, sort curlers, clean combs/brushes
* veterinarian clinic - water/feed animals, groom
animals, clean cages
* office setting - collates/folds/staples papers, stuffs
envelopes
* restaurant - wipe tables, sweep floors, restock food
* containers
* assembly work - assembles objects with 2, 3 or
more parts

Pre-Vocational Skills
Pre-vocational skills refer to those skills which are
prerequisite and generic to any employment situation.
The following examples of Pre-Vocational Skills are
not meant to be exhaustive. They are to serve as a
guide when choosing specific goals for students in
developmental programs. The specific components of
each pupil’s program will vary with age, strengths and
needs.
* concept of time (understands length of work day,
punctuality, attendance)
* follows instructions/directions
* personal appearance - grooming/hygiene
* to communicate effectively - ask appropriate
questions
* displays appropriate social skills
* accepts/learns from constructive criticism
* task oriented - task completion
* motivation - self-starting
* confidence
* health and safety issues
* co-operating with others
* ability to problem-solve in a variety of situations
* dexterity - fine motor skills
* transportation - can find way to and from work,
access bus transportation/taxi
* understands what quality of work means
* understands what supervision/boss means
* demonstrates dependability

Vocational Skills
Vocational skills relate to the specific tasks of a job for
which a student is being prepared or for which he/she
expresses an interest or aptitude.
The following examples of Vocational Skills are not
meant to be exhaustive. They are to serve as a guide
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TEACCH in the rainbow nation
Margaret M Golding - Educational Consultant in Autism
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1969 and an airmail letter arrived in
my letter box in Cape Town South
Africa. It was well postmarked and I
saw that it had followed me around
the world having been sent originally from the Red Cross Children’s
Hospital in Cape Town South
Africa, to London, then on to
Zambia and finally back to Cape
Town. Dr Vera Buhrmann, a
Jungian Child Psychiatrist, had
written asking for advice in setting
up a school for six children she was
seeing who were autistic. She and
Professor Vera Grover from the
Dept of Psychology at the
University of Cape Town had read
a paper published in the UK where
I compared children in a normal
reception class with the children
I was working with in High Wick
Hospital who were then called
psychotic or schizophrenic. I was a
young teacher, had only ever
written one paper and had left
autism, forever I thought, to start a
new marriage and a life in Africa!
Prior to the letter arriving I had
been working for four years with
special needs learners in a
mainstream school in what was
called a poor white area in Cape
Town then part of the Cape
Province. At that time the total
population of South Africa was
estimated at 22.5 million. South
Africa consisted of four Provinces
plus Bantustans or ‘homelands’
where African peoples were often
forced to live. The ‘separate
development’ policies practiced
all over the country resulted in the
minority white population being the
most privileged as well as being the
government, and the other racial
groups being disadvantaged with
the majority African population
being the most disadvantaged. This
was the nature of society when we
started the ‘autistic’ school.
In 1962 in the UK I had piloted
the first school for children with
autism, which was started, at the
request of the government, by a
large charity then called The Invalid
Children’s Aid Association (ICAA,
now ‘I Can’). I was happy to share
xy

my experiences with Dr Buhrmann,
Prof. Grover and the parents, but
this was not enough for them. They
had already formed the Society for
Autistic Children and were
determined to give the children the
specialist education they needed.
And so, in 1970 the first school
in South Africa, and probably in
Africa, for learners with autism was
opened ( the Vera School) in a
house in Cape Town. The initial six
white learners soon grew to 15 and
more . A larger house was obtained
and plans were underway to seek
Government subsidy and build a
new school. In the meantime The
Red Cross Children’s
Hospital, which was unique in
having a multiracial charter in the
apartheid system, began to refer
children to the school from the
Cape Coloured Community. The
school was officially in a ‘white
area’ and integration was not
allowed but we decided that the
children could not wait for
society to change and so they
were admitted and my Deputy and
I ran afternoon sessions for this
group of learners in the hope that
no one would report us or create
difficulties.
As Principal I witnessed the way
in which civil society – parents,
businesses, service organisations
and local charities assisted in the
growth and development of
facilities for learners with autism.
The Government of the time had
made a decision to look at Special
Educational provision and Dr
Buhrmann managed to persuade
the Cabinet Minister concerned to
first investigate the need for
provision for Autism as ‘it was a
minority disability’. The official
figures globally at this time were
4.5 children per 10,000 of the
population.
The terms ‘Childhood Autism’ or
‘Early Infantile Autism’ were used
and no one realised that these
children with autism would grow up
to be adults with autism! Family
pathology was seen as the cause
and in particular ‘poor

mothering,’ and it was assumed
with the correct treatment, often
Freudian psychotherapy, for both
child and parents that the child
would ‘recover’.
The Enquiry in South Africa
however, published a document
recommending special education
as being the most appropriate
treatment for the condition and
the fund raising and bureaucratic
journey to bring autism specific
education into the public domain
began. It was to take a decade, but
in 1983 the new purpose designed
Vera School was officially opened
in Cape Town by the Department
of National Education for white
children from English and Afrikaans
speaking backgrounds. Shortly
afterwards The Alpha School was
officially opened in a nearby
coloured suburb for our ‘afternoon
children’ under the Department
of ‘Coloured Affairs’. Happily we
were able to work together and
share expertise but there was no
thought at this time of the fact that
autism could be found in the
African or other populations, as
there was little or no contact with
African people in their townships
or with Education Departments
dealing with other races for whom
mainstream education was often
poor and under resourced.
Some eight years later I moved
1000 miles North and had the
opportunity to open a third school
(Unica) in Pretoria. All three schools
were public schools sponsored by
the different Government
Departments.
From the very start the
professional educators worked
together, kept abreast of what was
happening overseas and expertise
and resources were shared.
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Almost half an century has passed
since that first venture and during
this time, South Africa, with the
eyes of the world watching, in 1994
finally moved from an Apartheid
Society to what was christened the
Rainbow Nation.
Provision for learners with autism
expanded as research and
development across the world
improved the diagnosis of autism
and influenced the development
of autism specific approaches in
South Africa.
The context in which autism
specific education is delivered is
now very different. The
population at the last census (2011)
had doubled. It now stands at 51.77
million and there are not four but
nine Provinces.
The Society for Autistic Children
became Autism Western Cape with
a mandate for the whole province.
Several other organisations were
started by parents in different
parts of the country and in 1989 a
National Association ‘Autism South
Africa’ (ASA) was founded by Jill
Stacey and a group of parents to
raise the awareness of autism
nationally. It was to act as an
umbrella organisation to facilitate
and support development and
training, as well as to bring
together all service providers in the
public and private sector.
South Africa is a diverse nation with
nine official languages and several
others besides. English is the lingua
franca but is the first language for
only 9.6% of the population, the
most spoken first languages being
Zulu, Xhosa and Afrikaans.
When democracy arrived in 1994
it soon became clear that Basic
Education faced massive
challenges such as the need for
buildings, water and sanitation,
better training of teachers and
feeding the millions of hungry
children on school feeding
schemes.
This is now the context in which
autism specific education must be
delivered. No longer a minority
disability, Autism South Africa in
2013 issued a statement
highlighting the incidence to try

and raise awareness of the urgent
need for more facilities.
PHILOSOPHY AND POLICY OF
EDUCATORS IN THE PUBLIC
DOMAIN IN SOUTH AFRICA:
Many South African educators
made efforts to visit and/or build
links with overseas facilities
offering quality autism specific
education and on their return
adapted what they had learned to
suit the S African situation. Autism
South Africa facilitated visits and
workshops for overseas experts
and the National Executive brought
together educators who were
leaders in the field from several
provinces to form an Outreach,
Education and Training Committee
for some years. This committee
focussed in particular on
developing training models for the
South African situation which have
empowered educators and ensured
that a high quality, balanced and
relevant curriculum is delivered.
Service delivery across all
Provinces in South Africa is patchy
and the increase in the incidence
of autism has created huge waiting
lists even in Provinces which
prioritise Education. The
Western Cape having piloted the
first schools has clearly been in the
lead as far as autism provision is
concerned and today is struggling
to find school places for almost
five hundred learners diagnosed
with autism, many who have been
on a waiting list for two or three
years.
Meanwhile the awareness of autism
has been growing and Capetonians
are now used to seeing their
wonderful Table Mountain lit up
blue on World Autism Day!
Unfortunately there is little or no
chance of the government
building new schools for learners
with autism as the need for
facilities for Basic Education,
particularly in urban townships and
the rural areas is huge.
However more and more schools
for the Intellectually disabled are
hosting Autism classes or units on
their campuses and training staff to
be able to deliver Autism specific
education.

Old hospital buildings are also
being looked at. The first project
of this nature was Johannesburg
Hospital School which in the last
five years has developed an autism
specific community school for 250
learners, run down areas have been
turned into TEACCH
classrooms and functional play
areas have been developed. The
school is supported by the
Gauteng Education Department.
Noluthando autism unit in Cape
Town is the first school for Xhosa
speaking learners with autism. It
now has eight classes on a campus
for deaf learners. The new purpose
designed building was erected in
2012, funded by Rotary
International and benefactors,
and is supported by the Western
Cape Education Authority. Regular
training and support is provided by
Autism South Africa.

AUTISM SPECIFIC
TEACHING AND TRAINING:
The need for ongoing autism
specific training is recognised as a
priority. It is understood that a
different style of teaching is
needed and that the focus has to
be on the strengths of the
learners with autism. This is why the
TEACCH programme (Treatment
and Education of Autistic and
related Communication
Handicapped CHildren) is being
implemented in the schools. Prof.
Eric Schopler the founder of the
programme at the University of
North Carolina USA, identified the
preferred mode of learning of
people with autism as ‘visual over
verbal’. Thus it is necessary for the
teaching and learning environment
to be visually explicit. Once
understood, TEACCH principles
and practice enable educators to
use their own creativity to achieve
the desired outcomes i.e. for
learners to manage their own
learning and their own autism and
thus become as independent as
possible. Individualisation is the key,
thus working with the learner at
their own levels of understanding
and representation.



    

approach. Looking at our modern
lifestyle one can see that everyone
needs structure. Most of us make
lists or keep a diary or reminders
etc on the computer. Learners with
ASD have been shown to have
difficulties with sequencing and
understanding some basic
concepts essential for
successful learning e.g. the
concepts of ‘start’ and ‘finish’, ‘top’
and ‘bottom’, ’left’ and ‘right’. The
use of a visual schedule helps the
learner to understand these
concepts and the sequence of the
day. As each session is finished s/
he will remove or check the
object or card and the concept of
‘finished’ is reinforced. Schedules
reflect the learner’s level of
representation and understanding,
for example some learners may
need an object schedule with a cup
for ‘drink’ , a toilet roll for ‘toilet’
etc. The progression will hopefully
be from object to photo and/or
picture, to black and white symbols
or line drawings and finally if
possible to text.
Very often the visual schedule acts
as a behaviour modification tool.
As the learner understands the day
his anxiety level diminishes and he
becomes calmer. The teacher is
not giving verbal instructions other
than to say ‘’Check your schedule’’
but the learner is managing his own
learning thus lowering any
resistance there may have been
when given a verbal instruction.
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When learners with ASD enter
education, very often the first
desired outcome is to achieve
learning readiness and for this a
certain level of compliance is
needed. Behaviours such as the
ability to sit, to be with the group
for at least small amounts of time
and to understand and be part of
routines are essential. However it
is important that educators
recognise that learners with autism
need to move beyond
compliance as otherwise they
become completely prompt
dependent. This does not bode well
for adult life where they need to
be able to use self advocacy skills,
use initiative and if necessary ask
for help. Without specific training in
working without adult support, the
compliant person with ASD does
not become independent but often

becomes passive, relying on adult
cues and prompts to carry out
tasks however simple.
The TEACCH approach builds in a
structure to assist the learner with
ASD to develop independence. An
individual work station is set up and
here the learner will work at tasks
without adult support. The work
station is only used for this purpose
so that it is clear to the learners in
the class what happens here. Tasks
are placed on the left, the ‘start’,
and when finished moved to the
right, the ‘finish’.
The learner will understand what is
required as s/he will have a visual
work system in the workstation
which tells her/him what work,
how much work, when it is finished
and what next. The latter could be
a reward card which the learner
exchanges for the reward or a
photo of the teacher or an area of
the classroom. Whatever the visual,
it will take the learner to the next
place.
The secret of success in
developing independent working in
the workstation is that tasks must
only be comprised of skills already
mastered. The desired outcome is
that a work ethic is developed and
volume and pace of work
(productivity) can be improved.
Functional skills can be taught in a
naturalistic situation e.g. peeling
potatoes in the kitchen. Once the
skill is mastered the visual work
system in the work station can refer the learner to a job card
instructing him to peel potatoes
and the learner will be able to take
her/himself to the kitchen to carry
out the task.
Transition cards are used from the
earliest age to assist the learners to
go from a-b within the classroom
or the school environment.
Learners take a photo-card of the
place they are going to and post it
in a container with the same photo
attached when they arrive. This
also adds a safety element ,i.e. if a
learner does not have a transition
card staff will take her/him back
to class. Interestingly it has been
found that even learners who are
easily distracted or who are prone
to wander are able to travel reliably
around the school as long as they

have the card in their hands.
With the help and support of
Emeritus Professor Gary Mesibov
of the University of N Carolina
a model of training for TEACCH
was devised which was particularly
relevant to the S African situation
and first took place in 2003. The
training is an intensive ‘in house’
training. The trainer spends a day in
each class as a non-participant
observer and gives written
feedback and suggestions within 24
hours. After school TEACCH
training sessions take place- a
minimum of 20 hours. In addition
there are tasks, a practical
workshop, an open book
questionnaire and ongoing
assessment. A follow up visit is
arranged where staff will present
their TEACCH classrooms in situ
and give a presentation to their
colleagues and the trainer,
describing how the training has
influenced their classroom practice
and sharing successes and
challenges.
Over the past ten years TEACCH
training has been sponsored largely
by Autism South Africa but
Governing Bodies and overseas
benefactors have also played a
part. The Western Cape Education
Department has now delegated
finance to its schools and units for
the intensive TEACCH training.
The model which has been
endorsed for South Africa differs
from normal training programmes
in that it focuses on
implementation within a school
and supports the staff in meeting
the needs of the individuals they
are working with. It has been used
across all cultures and languages
and has helped schools and service
providers for learners with ASD to
develop a calm and busy ethos.
TEACCH approaches can be
successfully adapted and used by
parents in the home situation. It has
relevance for adults with ASD and
is being used very successfully in
school settings where vocational
skills are being developed.

  

(ALTERNATIVE AND
AUGMENTATIVE
COMMUNICATION).
One third to one half of the autism
population has been found to have
insufficient verbal ability to
manage their basic needs.
Research has shown that about
25% of people with autism are non
verbal. Severe difficulties in the
area of social interaction are one
of the diagnostic criteria for
autism. It is recognised in the
autism schools in South Africa that
without a communication system
there can be no social interaction.
Consequently the Makaton
programme (Makaton South Africa)
has been established and works
within the TEACCH curriculum to

aid communication by multi modal
approaches i.e. signing, symbols
and normal grammatical speech.
Makaton can be low tech and so is
available in remote and/or
disadvantaged areas. The signs are
from South African sign language
and thus universal across
South African cultures and
languages. Early intervention in
these approaches is resulting in
some exciting reports of
accelerated progress and in
particular the beginnings of social
interaction.
LOOKING AHEAD
But children with autism grow
into adults with autism and need
to find their place in society. This
has yet to be understood in South
Africa and is a major challenge for

schools as unemployment is at 40%
and social grants for 16.9 million
disadvantaged people are
supported by only 3.3 million
taxpayers. There are as yet only 29
autism specific residential places in
the Republic and the Government
has yet to come on board.
The challenge now for educators
is to support learners with autism
so that when they walk out of the
school doors they will be
comfortable with themselves and
their autism, have a feeling of
wellbeing and a work ethic which
will enable them to function and
make the most of whatever
opportunities come their way in all
the diverse communities and
environments in South Africa.

TEACCH

(Treatment and Education of Autistic and Related Communication Handicapped Children)
TEACCH, founded by Dr. Eric Schopler in 1972, is a model for other programs around the
world. TEACCH provides clinical services such as diagnostic evaluations, parent training and
parent support groups, social play and recreation groups, individual counseling for
higher-functioning clients, and supported employment. In addition, TEACCH conducts
training nationally and internationally and provideds consultation for teachers, residential care
providers, and other professionals from a variety of disciplines.
Research activities include psychological, educational, and biomedical studies.
(www.teacch.com)
For TEACCH in South Africa, please contact
Maggi Golding
mmgolding@vodamail.co.za
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children’s memorial institute
gate 13. cnr joubert street ext and empire road
braamfontein. 2001
p.o. box 84209 greenside. 2034
tel: + 27 11 484 9909
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e-mail:info@autismsouthafrica.org
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Parent Register
Please help us lobby government by ensuring as many parents of children with autism
as possible complete this form and return it to Autism South Africa.

Name:
Postal Address:

Tel:
Fax:
Mobile:
Email:
Child’s name:
Age: 



Age diagnosed:



Male/Female

Diagnosed by whom?
School attending at present:
#/"-!&$*+.&.%+0(+*$!&!&//'"/+4*!/%" +--" /. %++(
placement?

The National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund enhances outcomes for
those with autism in South Africa.
NPO: 000-454 Section 18A: 18/11/13.2213 Registered PBO no: 2997/095/84/5
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children’s memorial institute
gate 13. cnr joubert street ext and empire road
braamfontein. 2001
p.o. box 84209 greenside. 2034
tel: + 27 11 484 9909
fax: +27 11 484 3171
e-mail:info@autismsouthafrica.org
web page: www.aut2know.co.za
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April 2014 – 31st March 2015

It has been decided by the National Executive Committee of Autism South Africa, that, to ensure all people,
regardless of their financial status, can become members of Autism South Africa, there will no longer be a set
individual membership fee. However, the person wanting to become a member may pay whatever they feel
they would like to or are able to. (Group membership will remain at R300 per annum).
SEE BELOW
NAME:
¹º»¼½»¾¿¾ºÀ Á¹ÀÂ ÃÄÀ¹Å¿Æ

POSTAL ADDRESS:
TEL:

CELL:

EMAIL:
DONATION FOR MEMBERSHIP:

ÇÈÉ ÊË ÊÌÉ ÍÎÉÏÉÐÊ ÉÑËÐËÒÓÑ ÑÔÓÒÕÊÉ ÕÐÖ ÊÌÉ ÖÓ××ÓÑÈÔÊØ ÓÐ ÎÕÓÏÓÐÙ ×ÈÐÖÓÐÙ ×ËÎ ÏÉÎÚÓÑÉÏ ×ËÎ ÍÉËÍÔÉ ÛÓÊÌ ÜÈÊÓÏÒ ÓÐ

South Africa, we now correspond with members by bulk email. Individual members that do not donate more
than R50/annum will only be entitled to this correspondence.
The following benefits will accrue to those individual members donating over R50/annum: Information dissemination
 Have a voice in the community
 A 10% discount for Local Workshops and Conferences organised by ASA
The following benefits will accrue to Group members:




Discounted rate for Local Workshops and Conferences organised by ASA
25% discount on advertising in our “Aut-Talk” magazine plus you receive a hard copy of “Aut-Talk”.
Two free bulk email drops per year to our database
Three free advertisements per year in our monthly newsletter.

Please remember to check the web page once a week!
www.aut2know.co.za
ÝÞß àáââáã äå áÞ æÝçèéááê ÝÞß ëãìííèî

Bank: Standard Bank. Branch: Sandton. Branch Code: 019205 Account Type:
Cheque Acc Name: Autism South Africa. Account No: 2207 312 33
** PLEASE WRITE INITIAL AND SURNAME IN THE REFERENCE BLOCK **
ïð

Helpful diagnostic tools
Dr C. Lombard, Principal – Unica School for Learners with ASD
High Functioning Autism (HFA) is a behaviourally defined disorder and no single tool is available to
make a quick diagnosis. It is imperative that an in-depth developmental history be taken and that the
individual be observed over a period of time in both structured and unstructured as well as familiar
and unfamiliar situations.
The following are merely helpful tools but should not be seen as diagnostic instruments for HFA per
se.

Developmental Scales
* Griffiths Mental Development Scales - Extended Revised: 2 to 8 years (GMDS-ER 2-8)
* IQ Test (To determine level of intellectual functioning)

Autism Diagnostic Scale (ADOS)
(aa\A-T-;f/-aU/@;:U\T_)\_T/-aD!U/Tb\;DAaU)>/a-@;A;U\/T/-a\Da;A-;b;-_>UaT/3/TT/-a3DTaFDUU;!>/aaa
ASD
(aa>UDaaaGD-->/Ta D-_>/Ha@DT/aFFTDFT;\/a3DTaeD_A6a)9;>-T/AaA-a)9;>-T/Aac;\9a
developmental ages below 15 months
(aaDAU;U\UaD3a3D_Ta@D-_>/Uac9;)9a)Aa/)9a!/a-@;A;U\/T/-a;Aa]g:5ga@;A_\/Ua
(aa)\;b;\;/Ua-/U;6A/-a3DTa_U/a\a-;33/T/A\a-/b/>DF@/A\>a>/b/>UaTA6;A6a3TD@aADa/dFT/UU;b/a>A6_6/a
to verbal fluency
(aaA>eaa!/9b;D_TaD!U/Tb/-a-_T;A6a-@;A;U\T\;DAaD3aa@ea!/aU)DT/-a
(aaA>ea)/T\;Aa;\/@UaU)DT/-aT/a_U/-a\Da@=/aa-;6ADU;UaD3a
Areas of observation:
– communication
– reciprocal social interaction
– imagination / creativity
– stereotyped behaviours and restricted interests
Material, tasks and wording are standardised and should be administered as set out in the manual

Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS)
(aa;U\;A6_;U9/Ua!/\c//AaaA-a-/b/>DF@/A\>a;@F;T@/A\
(aa A-;)\/Ua@;>-a\Da@D-/T\/+a@D-/T\/a\DaU/b/T/a!/9b;D_T>aA-a)>;A;)>a-\a3DTa>>a6/U
Behavioural Scale items
1. Relating to people
2. Imitation
3. Emotional Response
4. Body use
5. Object use
6. Adaption to change
7. Visual response
8. Listening response
9. Taste, smell and touch response
10. Fear or nervousness
11. Verbal communication
12. Non-verbal communication
13. Activity level
14. Level and consistency of intellectual response
15. General Impression

Autism Diagnostic Interview (ADHR)
(aaStandardised extensive reporting of family and developmental history
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(aa;T/)\aD!U/Tb\;DAaD3a\9/a;A-;b;-_>aT/@;AUa/UU/A\;>

Red flags for ASD
Little awareness of others.
Imaginative play may be poor. E.g. cannot play with a wooden
block as if it is a car.
The development of speech and language may be atypical, absent
or delayed.
Minimal reaction to verbal input and sometimes acts as though he/
she cannot hear.
Changes in routine or the environment may cause distress.
Pursues activities repetitively and cannot be influenced by
suggestions of change.
Inappropriate attachment to objects.
Displays extreme distress and/or tantrums for no apparent reason.
No real fear of dangers.

Prefers to play alone.

Self-injurious behaviour, e.g. head banging, scratching or biting.
Unusual habits such as rocking, hand flapping, spinning of objects
etc.
Indifference to, or dislike of being touched, held or cuddled.
Sense of touch, taste, sight, hearing and/or smell may be
heightened or lowered.
Sudden laughing or crying for no apparent reason.
Uneven gross/fine motor skills.

Abnormal sleeping patterns.
óô

This Aut;talk is proudly
brought to you by Autism
South Africa

Another truely South
African edition of Aut;talk

This edition of the Aut;talk
was made possible through
the generous sponsorship
by Antalis and NLDTF

